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OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

FLORIDA NEW MOTOR VEHICLE ARBITRATION BOARD 
 

QUARTERLY CASE SUMMARIES 

October 2014 - December 2014 (4th Quarter) 

 

 

NONCONFORMITY 681.102(15), F.S. 

 

Rowlands v. Ford Motor Company, 2014-0329/WPB (Fla. NMVAB December 17, 2014) 

 The Consumer complained that the “point of interest” feature in the vehicle’s navigation 

system did not work correctly, and that his 2013 Ford Fusion Hybrid was not performing 

according to the fuel economy ratings provided with the vehicle at the time of purchase.  The 

Consumer testified that he specifically purchased the vehicle because of the design of the 

navigation system’s “point of interest” (POI) feature, which should allow him to use steering 

wheel controls to operate the feature, and view the results on a small screen located next to the 

speedometer.  The Consumer explained that he considered this design to be an important safety 

measure for him, because he drives long distances and it would allow him to see the information 

without diverting his attention from the road.  However, the Consumer explained that when using 

the steering wheel controls, the POI information did not display next to the speedometer; rather, 

in order to see the information, the Consumer had to look over to the larger main screen at the 

center of the dashboard.  The Consumer asserted that having to look at the main screen while 

driving in order to use the POI feature was a safety hazard, necessitating that he either stop the 

vehicle or drive at very slow speeds in order to access the information.  The Consumer presented 

the testimony of an expert witness, who stated that he inspected the vehicle and found that the 

POI feature was not working appropriately. The Consumer also complained that the vehicle’s 

fuel mileage was less than what he was led to expect when he purchased the vehicle. He testified 

that, in contrast to the 47 miles per gallon (MPG) shown on the vehicle’s window sticker at the 

time of purchase, he was getting 38 MPG driving 40% in the City and 60% on the highway.  The 

Consumer noted that, subsequent to his purchase of the vehicle, the Manufacturer had made a 

downward adjustment of the fuel economy rating for the Ford Fusion Hybrids, and as a result he 

received a $775.00 check from the Manufacturer in August, 2014, as a measure of “goodwill” to 

compensate for the vehicle’s reduced fuel economy.  

  The Manufacturer asserted the alleged nonconformities do not substantially impair the 

use, value or safety of the motor vehicle.  The Manufacturer’s witness testified that while he 

agreed with the Consumer that the POI feature did not work appropriately when using the 

steering wheel controls, he testified that the feature worked well with the voice commands. With 

regard to the fuel economy issue, he explained that the fuel economy ratings were 

approximations based on comparisons, and that there was a calculation error made by Ford that 

had now been corrected. He also asserted that there are other factors that weigh in to the actual 

fuel consumption of a particular vehicle.   

 The Board found that the evidence established that the “point of interest” feature in the 

vehicle’s navigation system that did not work correctly, and the erroneous Fuel Economy rating 

provided to the Consumer at the time of the purchase of the vehicle, both substantially impaired 
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the use, value and safety of the vehicle, thereby constituting one or more nonconformities as 

defined by the statute and the applicable rule.  The Consumer was awarded a refund. 

 

Finder v. BMW of North America LLC, 2014-0315/FTL (Fla. NMVAB November 4, 2014) 

 The Consumer complained of water intrusion into his 2012 X5d BMW, electrical 

problems with the vehicle due to the water intrusion, and a malfunctioning liftgate.  According to 

the Consumer, there was a gap between the car and the liftgate that was not noticeable in other 

vehicles, which allowed water intrusion into the vehicle.  The water intrusion caused water to 

accumulate in the rear compartments of the vehicle, resulting in corrosion of the electrical parts.  

The Consumer introduced photographs he asserted clearly showed that there was a gap between 

the car and the liftgate and also reflected the corrosion of some of the electrical parts.  In 

addition, the Consumer testified that the trunk was not closing properly and that the liftgate was 

defective: after closing the liftgate, it would beep twice and reopen.   

 The Manufacturer asserted the alleged nonconformity did not substantially impair the 

use, value or safety of the motor vehicle. According to the Manufacturer’s witness, the vehicle 

was repaired, and was then water tested by driving the vehicle through a car wash: no water 

intrusion resulted.   

 The Board found that the evidence established that the water intrusion, electrical 

problems with the vehicle due to the water intrusion and a malfunctioning liftgate substantially 

impaired the use, value and safety of the vehicle, thereby constituting one or more 

nonconformities as defined by the statute and the applicable rule. The Consumer was awarded a 

replacement vehicle. 

 

 Rule 2-30.001(2)(a), F.A.C., Definition of “Condition” 
 

Huynh v. FCA US LLC, 2014-0250/JAX (Fla. NMVAB October 27, 2014) 

 The Consumer complained that the automatic doors in his 2014 Dodge Grand Caravan 

intermittently did not work.  The Consumer testified that, on an intermittent basis, the sliding 

doors would not open or close when he pushed the button to do so. In addition, and also 

intermittently, the rear liftgate would not close when the button was pushed.   

 The Manufacturer asserted the alleged nonconformity did not substantially impair the 

use, value or safety of the vehicle; alternatively, if there was a nonconformity, it was repaired 

with a reasonable number of attempts.  The Manufacturer’s witness acknowledged that there had 

been problems with the operation of the automatic doors and the rear liftgate, but testified that 

the problems were corrected at the last repair attempt in September 2014, when the hold open 

latch was replaced.  He added that even when the automatic operation of the sliding doors and 

rear lift gate was not working, they could be opened and closed manually.  The Manufacturer’s 

representative also asserted the problems with the sliding doors and the rear liftgate were 

different defects, and therefore could not be considered part of a single condition.   

 The Board found the evidence established that the intermittent failure in operation of the 

automatic doors and rear liftgate substantially impaired the use and value of the vehicle, thereby 

constituting one or more nonconformities as defined by the statute and the applicable rule. 

Contrary to the Manufacturer’s assertion, the problems with the automatic doors and rear liftgate 

were not separate defects, but constituted a condition as defined in Rule 2-30.001(2)(a), F.A.C.   

The issue remaining was whether the nonconformity was corrected within a reasonable number 
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of attempts.  The evidence established it took a total of eight attempts to finally correct the 

automatic door and rear liftgate nonconformity. A majority of the Board concluded that, under 

the circumstances, this was not a reasonable number of attempts to correct this nonconformity as 

contemplated by the Lemon Law. Accordingly, the Manufacturer was found to have failed to 

correct the nonconformity within a reasonable number of attempts, and the Consumer was found 

qualified for the requested relief under the Lemon Law.  A refund was awarded. 

 

 

MANUFACTURER AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES §681.104(4), F.S. 

 

 Defect does not substantially impair use, value or safety of vehicle §681.104(4)(a), 

F.S. 

 

Brochu v. Ford Motor Company, 2014-0135/TPA (Fla. NMVAB December 22, 2014) 

 The Consumer complained of poor fuel economy in his 2013 Ford Fusion hybrid.  The 

Consumer testified that he was getting approximately 37 miles per gallon in combined city and 

highway driving, rather than the 47 miles per gallon he had expected when he purchased the 

vehicle, based on advertisements he had seen prior to purchase, as well as the window sticker on 

his vehicle at the time of purchase.  He acknowledged that he has not experienced any problems 

with the operation of the vehicle, but was dissatisfied with his fuel mileage. The Consumer did 

acknowledge that, after he was instructed on how to use the "Eco Mode" function, he has "picked 

up" approximately one and a half miles per gallon.  According to the Consumer, he conducted no 

independent testing for gas mileage; rather, he relied exclusively on the vehicle's "trip computer" 

to determine his combined city and highway driving gas mileage.  The Consumer received a 

letter and check in the amount of $775.00 from Ford Motor Company as compensation for 

Ford’s revision of the estimated average fuel cost for the Ford Fusion hybrid, which occurred 

when the fuel mileage estimate originally established by the Manufacturer was revised 

downward as a result of re-testing.   

 The Manufacturer asserted that the alleged nonconformity did not substantially impair the 

use, value or safety of the motor vehicle.  The Manufacturer’s representative testified that he test 

drove the vehicle for 100 miles and averaged a combined 48.5 miles per gallon.  He additionally 

"ran a key" test on the engine and there were no diagnostic fault codes.  According to the 

representative, many variables influence fuel economy, including driver input.  He testified that 

he personally averages only a combined 40.5 miles per gallon on his Ford Fusion hybrid, when 

he drives more aggressively.   

 The Board found that the greater weight of the evidence presented by the parties did not 

establish that the poor fuel economy complained of by the Consumers substantially impaired the 

use, value or safety of the vehicle so as to constitute one or more nonconformities as defined by 

the statute. Accordingly, the Consumer’s case was dismissed. 
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REFUND §681.104(2)(a)(b), F.S. 

 

 Incidental Charges §681.102(7), F.S. 

 

Silva v. Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC, 2014-0117/FTL (Fla. NMVAB October 1, 2014) 

 The Consumer’s 2013 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter was declared a “lemon” by the Board. 

The Consumer requested reimbursement of the following as incidental charges: $3,364.00 for a 

car rental during a 58 day period from February 12, 2014 to September 13, 2014; and $1,350.00 

for lost wages. The Consumer testified that he earned $150.00 per day as a driver and he lost nine 

days of work, and had to rent a van from his employer at the rate of $58.00 per day for 58 days. 

  The Manufacturer objected to the claim for lost wages and to the amount of the car rental. 

As to the claim for lost wages, counsel for the Manufacturer cited to two prior Decisions of the 

Board and argued that the Board had always denied claims for lost wages. As to the claim for the 

car rental, counsel for the Manufacturer argued that the amount requested was unreasonable, 

because the Consumer expected the Manufacturer to reimburse him for approximately $1,500.00 

per month in car rental when his monthly car payment was $703.00 per month.   

 The Board award  included reimbursement of the following as reasonable incidental 

charges: $2,378.00 for car rental for the period of time the car was out of service. The Board 

found that the $58.00 per day, the Consumer’s employer was charging for the rental of the van, 

was a reasonable rate and determined that the Consumer was entitled to be reimbursed for the 41 

days the vehicle was out of service. The Consumer’s request for reimbursement of the car rental 

expense of the additional 17 days the car was not out of service was denied as unreasonable. The 

Consumer’s request for reimbursement for lost wages was denied by a majority of the Board as 

the Consumer did not provide copies of his paystubs to substantiate the amount of the claimed 

loss. The Manufacturer’s contention that the Board has not awarded lost wages was rejected as 

erroneous. §681.102(7), Fla. Stat. 

 

 Collateral Charges §681.102(3), F.S. 

  

Serrano v. General Motors LLC, 2014-0288/MIA (Fla. NMVAB November 20, 2014) 

 The Consumer’s 2012 Chevrolet Silverado 1500 was declared a “lemon” by the Board. 

The Consumer requested reimbursement of $100.00 for tinted windows; $1,018.08 for a Fog 

Lamp Light Kit and Radio; $132.95 for a Rearview Camera; $203.25 for a Hitch; $46.82 for a 

Handle Package; $63.40 for a Receptacle; $321.00 for an Auto Alarm; $26.00 for Front Seat 

Covers; and $2,000.00 for Rims and Tires, as collateral charges.   

 The Manufacturer objected to the receipt presented for the Rims and Tires due to the fact 

that it was a handwritten document that did not describe the wheels and tires with specificity. The 

Manufacturer objected to the fog lamp kit and the hitch receipts on the grounds that they were 

merely quotes and there was no evidence before the Board that the Consumer actually paid for 

those items. The Manufacturer further objected to all three receipts on the grounds that they were 

not prepared contemporaneously with the purchase of the items.  The Board awarded the 

Consumer $100.00 for tinted windows; $1,018.08 for the Fog Lamp Light Kit and Radio; $132.95 

for the Rearview Camera; $203.25 for the Hitch; $46.82 for the Handle Package; $63.40 for the 

Receptacle; $321.00 for the Auto Alarm; and $26.00 for the Front Seat Covers, as reasonable 
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collateral charges.  The request for reimbursement of $2,000.00 for Rims and Tires was denied by 

the Board for lack of appropriate documentation as to the purchase. §681.102(3), Fla. Stat. 

 

Sabates v. BMW of North America LLC, 2014-0289/FTL (Fla. NMVAB October 16, 2014) 

 The Consumer’s 2012 Mini Cooper S was declared a “lemon” by the Board.  The 

Consumer requested $2,114.70 for Mini Tire’ N Wheel Protection as a collateral charge.   

 The Manufacturer objected to the request for reimbursement of the Wheel Protection Plan 

on the grounds that the Consumer could request to have the Protection Plan pro-rated and pay 

only for the time during which she owned the vehicle.  

  The Manufacturer’s objection to the reimbursement of the cost of the Tire and Wheel 

Protection was denied by the Board and the Consumer was awarded the full $2,114.70 for Mini 

Tire’ N Wheel Protection as a collateral charge. 

 

 

MISCELLANEOUS PROCEDURAL ISSUES 
 

Oliveros v. Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc., 2014-0314/TPA (Fla. NMVAB October 20, 2014) 

 The Manufacturer's Answer was untimely filed on October 3, 2014, two days beyond the 

date required for timely filing. Pursuant to paragraph (8), Hearings Before the Florida New 

Vehicle Arbitration Board, "the Manufacturer's Answer form must be filed with the Board 

Administrator no later than 20 days after receipt of the Notice of Arbitration," and any affirmative 

defenses raised in the Manufacturer's untimely Answer "cannot be raised at the hearing, unless 

permitted by the Board." At the hearing, the Manufacturer's representative had no explanation for 

why the Answer was not timely filed.  The Consumer, through Counsel, stated that he would 

leave to the Board's discretion the question of whether the Manufacturer would be allowed to 

assert its affirmative defenses at the hearing. Upon consideration, the Manufacturer was not 

permitted to raise untimely-asserted affirmative defenses at the hearing. The Manufacturer's 

representative was permitted to cross-examine the Consumer, present evidence of any additional 

defenses, and give a closing statement. 
 


